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Abstract 
(S, (~<.).~N) is called an ordinal structure ifS is a set and (~<.).~N a family of quasi-orders on S. 
Since ordinal structures are used as models for ordinal data, we assign to each ordinal structure 
a canonical conceptual structure, a so-called concept lattice. The ordinal dimension of an 
ordinal structure _S := (S, (~<.).~N) is the smallest number of quasi-orders on S which determines 
the same conceptual structure as the concept lattice of S. It turns out that the ordinal dimension 
of _S equals the chromatic number of a certain hypergraph. We show how to compute this 
hypergraph and analyse how the ordinal dimension behaves under several constructions. 
Furthermore, we discuss the linear case where all quasi-orders on S are assumed to be linear 
and the convex-ordinal case where, with every ~<i in the family (~<.).~N, its dual ~>i is also in 
(~<.).~,,. 
1. Introduction 
In [7], the notion of an ordinal structure is introduced as a pair _S := (S, (~<.)n~s) 
where S is a set and (~<.).~N a family of quasi-orders (reflexive and transitive binary 
relations) on S. An ordinal structure may be viewed as a mathematical  model for 
ordinal data in general. Often, ordinal structures are given by ordinal contexts which 
are object-attribute-tables filled with ordinal values. Each attr ibute induces by the 
order on its attribute values a quasi-order on the set of objects (see [7]). Formal  
concept analysis, which is based on a set-theoretic model for conceptual hierarchies 
(see [9]), is used to assign a conceptual structure to an ordinal structure _S. Now, the 
ordinal dimension of S may be understood as the smallest number of quasi-orders on 
S which constitute the same conceptual structure. We call _S := (S,(~<.).~N) a con- 
vex-ordinal structure if, for every quasi-order ~<i(i eN) ,  its dual >~ is also in (~<.).~N, 
i.e., for every i eN ,  there is an index j e N with >~ = ~<j. The convex-ordinal 
dimension of _S is the smallest number of quasi-orders on S such that these quasi- 
orders together with their duals yield the conceptual structure assigned to _S. In this 
paper we study the ordinal and convex-ordinal dimension of a given context or 
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ordinal structure. First we recall basic notions of formal concept analysis and define 
the derived context of an ordinal structure (Section 2). The notion of ordinal dimen- 
sion of ordinal structures and their derived contexts is introduced in Section 3. We 
show that the ordinal dimension equals the chromatic number of a certain hyper- 
graph. This hypergraph enables us to make the choice of the desired quasi-orders with 
regard to data content because the hypergraph shows which attributes cannot be 
combined to obtain a quasi-order. We have a similar result for the convex-ordinal 
dimension of convex-ordinal structures. Section 3 closes with an example where the 
ordinal dimension is less than the convex-ordinal dimension. In Section 4 we use the 
results of the previous ection to compute the ordinal and convex-ordinal dimension 
of a given context. If we assume all quasi-orders to be linear, we obtain the linear 
ordinal dimension which is discussed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we analyse the 
ordinal dimension, linear ordinal dimension, and convex-ordinal dimension with 
respect o some context constructions. Some results on ordinal dimension in Section 
3 and on linear ordinal dimension in Section 5 can already be found in [7]; they are 
included with proofs to make the paper self-contained. How the methods presented in 
this paper can be applied in data analysis is illustrated in [7, 8]. 
2. Concepts in ordinal structures 
We use formal concept analysis as a mathematical tool to assign a conceptual 
structure to an ordinal structure. Let us first recall some basic notions from formal 
concept analysis (cf. [9]). A (formal) context is a triple (G, M, I), where G and M are 
sets and I is a binary relation between G and M. The elements of G and M are called 
objects and attributes, respectively. Derivates of A __ G and B ~_ M are defined by 
A I := {m ~Mlglm for all g cA}, 
Bl :  = {gEGIglm for all meB}. 
The mappings given by A ~ A t and B ~ B t form a Galois connection between the 
power sets of G and M (see [2, pp. 122-125]). A pair (A, B) is called a (formal) concept 
of the context (G,M,I) i fA ~_ G, B ~ M, A t = B, and B t = A. A is called the extent, 
B the intent of the concept (A, B). The concepts of (G, M, I) can be ordered by 
(A1,BI)~<(A2,B2) :<=~ AI___A2. 
The set of all concepts of ~ := (G, M, I) with the order relation ~< is a complete lattice 
called the concept lattice of the context K and denoted by ~_(G, M, I). Every concept is 
already determined by its extent. Hence, the concept lattice ~_(G, M, I) is isomorphic 
to the set _lJ([£) := (lI(~), _ ) of all extents of concepts of ~ ordered by set-theoretic 
inclusion. Every extent is the intersection of column extents {m} t with m ~ M. We will 
use the abbreviations gr for {g}t(g 6G) and m r for {m} r (meM). m EM is called 
irreducible if m t is not an intersection of column extents unequal to mr. Thus m is 
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irreducible if and only if m ~ is ^ -irreducible in _tI(G, M, I). The set of all irreducible 
attributes of(G, M, I) is denoted by Mitt. If(G, M, I) is a finite context, i.e., G and M are 
finite, then tl(G, M, I) = U(G, Mir~, I n G x Mi~). The set M carries a natural quasi- 
order ~<1: 
ml ~<t m2 :'¢~ m~ _ m~ (ml ,m 2 eM) .  
Let Ol := ~<i c~ >~1 and Mr := Mi~r/Oi. I f[m1] and [mE] are the equivalence classes of 
Ol represented by ml and m 2 then Imp] ~<i [m2] :'¢*" ml ~<1 m2 which is an order on 
the factor set Mr. Since [m] i = m I, we will often write m instead of [m]. 
The apposition of contexts ~t := (G, M,, It) (t ~ T) is defined to be the context 
where 0 denotes the disjoint union of sets (see [5]). We write K~I E2 for the 
apposition of K ~ and ~ 2. The extents of It ~r K t are exactly the intersections ofextents 
of the subcontexts ~, (t e T), i.e., ~I(I,,TK,) = { N X IX ~_ U,~TII(K,)}. Now, we can 
assign a cononical context o a given ordinal structure. Let _S := (S,(<<,.).~N) be an 
ordinal structure. The derived context of S_ is defined by 
~(_s) := I.~N(s, s, ~.). 
II(S, S, ~.)  (n ~ N) is the richest closure system on S which keeps recognizable the 
quasi-order ~<.. The elements of ll(S, S, ~n) are exactly the order ideals of (S, ~<.) 
(see [10]). By the above definition, the derived context of a convex-ordinal structure 
S_ ::  (S,( ~n)neN,( ~n)n~N) is 
~(s) := I.~N((S, S, ~.)I(S, S, ~.)). 
The extents of (S, S, ~n)I(S, S, ~.)  are exactly the convex subsets of (S, ~<.) because 
every convex subset of (S, ~<n) is the intersection of an order ideal and an order filter of 
(S, ~<.). Now, the concept lattice of an ordinal structure _S := (S, (~.)n~N) is introduced 
by _~(_S):= ~_ (~(_S)). Then the set of extents of _S, denoted by II(_S), consists of all 
extents of concepts in ~_ (_S). 
3. Ordinal dimension 
We define the ordinal dimension of a formal context ~ := (G, M, I) as the smallest 
number of quasi-orders (~<,).~s on G such that tl(K) u {0} = U(G,(~<.),~N); the 
ordinal dimension of ~ is denoted by o-dim(K). If all the quasi-orders (~<.).~s are 
assumed to be linear, i.e., g ~<. h or h ~<. g for all g, h e G, then we obtain the linear 
ordinal dimension which is denoted by lo-dim(IK). The convex-ordinal dimension of 
a formal context ~ is the smallest number of quasi-orders (~<.).~N on G that 
U(~) = U(G,( ~<.).,s, (~>.)~s), denoted by co-dim(~). For an ordinal structure _S, we 
define (c)(l)o-dim(_S):= (c)(l)o-dim(IK(_S)). The ordinal and linear ordinal dimension 
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of a context always exist but the convex-ordinal dimension does not always exist. For 
every attribute m e M of a context (G, M, I), we can define a quasi-order ~<r, on G in 
the following way: 
g <<.,, h :,*~ (him ~ glm). 
This observation shows that the linear ordinal and the ordinal dimension always exist. 
co-dim(K) exists if and only if ~ has the same extents as the derived context of some 
convex-ordinal structure. The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for the existence of the convex-ordinal dimension of a given context (G, M, I). 
Lemma 1. Let (G, M, I) be a finite context. Then co-dim(G, M, I) exists if and only if 
G\m r is an extent of (G,M,I) for every m EMirs. 
ProoL Assume G\m r is an extent of (G,M,I) for every m EMirr. We consider the 
quasi-order ~<m on G. The convex subsets of (G, ~<m) are exactly 0, G, m r, and G\m ~ 
which are extents of (G,M,I) because 0H=O holds. O ~0 H would imply 
G\m r ~ II(G, M, I). Since we have 1/(G, M, I) = II(G, (~< ~)m~M,., (>~,,)m~M,,r), the exist- 
ence of co-dim(G, M, I) is shown. 
Conversely, if co-dim(G, M, I) exists then there are quasi-orders (~<n),~N on G with 
II(G,(<<.n),~N, (>~,),~N) = U(G,M,I). This means for every m e Mir~, there is an index 
i ~N such that m r econv(G, ~<~) := {C _ G IC convex with respect to ~<~}. Since m r is 
not an intersection of extents unequal to m r, it follows that m r = {h e G I h ~ g} or 
m t = {h E G I h ~i g} for some g E G, i.e., m ~ is an order ideal or order filter of (G, ~<i). 
Therefore G\m t e conv(G, ~<i) and so G\m r eU(G,M, I). [] 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is that the convex-ordinal dimension exists 
for all dichotomic ontexts (G, M, I) I (G, M, G x M\I) .  Now, the basic question is how 
to determine, for a context (G,M,I), a minimal family of quasi-orders on G which 
constitute an ordinal or convex-ordinal structure with the same non-empty extents as 
(G, M, I). The first observation is that each P ~_ M gives rise to a quasi-order ~<p on 
G by the following definition: 
g<~ph :¢*, gr nP~_h I  np .  
The question arises: For which P _ M are the non-empty extents of the context 
(G, G, ~p) or the context (G, G, ~e) also extents of (G, M, I)? Let g~" := {h e G I h ~,  g} 
and dually g-P := {heGIh~eg}.  These are column extents in (G,G,~p) and 
(G, G, ~e), respectively. 
Lemma 2 (Strahringer and Wille I-7"1. (i) gP= Um~p\g' m r, 
(ii) o -P= Ura~o, np(G\mt). 
Proof. (i) g~' = {h~GIh ~pg} = {hEGlh I n p~gl  n P} = {heGlmCg J n P for 
some m~h I n P} = Um~P\g' {h~G[ mehr n P} = UmEP\g,m 1. 
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(ii) #-e = {heGlh ~pg} = {h~Glh' n PT~g' ca P} = {heGlmq~h' n P 
some m~g t ca P} = U,.~g,~p{heGlmCh t n P} = Um~o, ne(G\mZ). [] 
for 
Lemma 3. Let X ~_ P ~_ M. l f  g 6G\  Umex ml then Us,x mt ~_ gP. 
Proof. Let g e G \ U-~x ml. Then h 3P g for each h ~ U m~x m ~ because, from h e m~ for 
some mo eX, it follows mo ~h t, but moC# xand hence h ~ ca p~gt  n P. This proves 
Um~x ml ~- gP. [] 
As already mentioned, the extents of (G, G, 3)  are exactly the order ideals of (G, ~< ). 
The fact that unions of order ideals are again order ideals motivates the following 
definition. P ~ M is called U-faithful in (G, M, I) if, for every non-empty X _ P, the 
union Um~x m r is an extent of (G, M, I). Now, we can give an answer to our above 
question. 
Lemma 4 (Strahringer and Wille [-7]). U(G, G, 3P) - II(G, M, I) u {0} if and only if 
P is U-faithful. 
Proof. Assume that the asserted inclusion holds. Let X be a non-empty subset of P. 
We have to show that U,,~x m~ is an extent of (G, M, I). By Lemma 3, U,,~x mr =- g" 
for each g e G \ U.,~ x m ~. Since g P is an extent of (G, G, 3,),  by assumption, it is also 
an extent of (G,M,I). Therefore, gCgP implies g¢(U,.~xm~)" which yields 
U,,~x mr = (U.,~x m~) H, i.e., U.,~x mr is an extent of(G, M, I). Thus, P is U-faithful in 
(G, M, I). 
Conversely, for every column extent ffP of (G,G, 3,),  Lemma 2 states that 
ge= U.,~p\g,m~; hence gP is an extent of (G,M,I) because P is assumed to be 
U-faithful. Since, in every formal context, the extents are the intersections of column 
extents, it follows that II(G, G, 3P) - II(G, M, I) w {0}. [] 
The above result shows that only those attributes of (G, M, I) can be used to 
determine a quasi-order which constitute a U-faithful subset of M. It remains to 
analyse which families of U-faithful subsets of the attribute set M yield enough extents 
to exhaust II(G, M, I). For a U-faithful subset P of M we define 
(P )  := {m~M'm'= U nl for s°me X ~- P} 
Proposition 1 (Strahringer and Wille [7]). For a finite context (G,M,I), let ~3 be a 
set of subsets of M. Then U(]p~$(G,G, 3p))=U(G,M, I )w {0} if and only if 
Mirr -~ U,~$(P)  and P is U-faithful for every P e ~3. 
Proof. If P is U-faithful for every P e ~ then Lemma 4 implies 
U(I,~$(G, G, ~p))-~ I I (G,M,I)u {0}. 
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Let m eMi r  r. We assume m e(P)  for some P e~.  This means there are mk eP (k eK)  
with m r = Uk~r m~. Since P is U-faithful, m r is an extent of(G, G, ~p). We obtain the 
other inclusion 
lI(Ip~,~(G, G, ~, ) )  _~ I I (G,M,I)  w {0} 
by the fact that every extent is the intersection of ^-irreducible extents. 
Conversely, by Lemma 4, P is U-faithful for all P e~.  Let m eMirr. Since m r is 
A-irreducible in ~(G,M, I), we obtain that m r is also a ^-irreducible lement in 
U_(G,G, ~e) for some Pet0 .  Hence, m I = gP for some g eG and me (P )  follows by 
Lemma 2. This proves Mirr ~- Up~,~(P). [] 
For determining the ordinal dimension of a finite context (G, M, I), we introduce the 
following notion: P _ Mr is called U-critical if P is not U-faithful but every proper 
subset of P is U-faithful. The set of all U-critical subsets of Mr is denoted by 
R~ (G, M, I). A pair (H, ~) is called a hyperoraph if H is a set and (~ is a set of at least 
2-element subsets of H which are pairwise incomparable with respect o set-theoretic 
inclusion. (This definition is slightly different from the definition of a hypergraph by 
Berge [1] where U (~ = H has to hold.) For a natural number k/> 2, a k-colourin9 of 
(H, ~) is a partition of H into k classes uch that every E e ~ meets at least two classes 
of the partition. The chromatic number z(H,~) is the smallest number k for which 
(H, ~) admits a k-colouring. 
Proposition 2 (Strahringer and Wille) [7]). Let (G,M,I)  be a finite context. Then 
o-dim(G, M, I) = ;((Mr, R ~ (G, M, I)). 
Proof. Let (~<,),,N be a family of quasi-orders on G with 
II(I.~N(G, G, ~.)) = l l (G,M, I )  u {0}. 
Then Pn := {m e M, I mle  II(G, G, ~,)} is U-faithful for n e N and M, = U.~N P,. Since 
the P,'s cannot contain a U-critical set, there is an IN]-colouring (C.),~N with C, _ P, 
for n e N. Hence z(M,, R .  (G, M, I)) ~< o-dim(G, M, I). 
Conversely, let (Pk)k~X be an arbitrary colouring of (M,,R~ (G, M, I)). Then Pk is 
U-faithful for k eK  and iV/, = Uk~r Pk. Now, Proposition 1 yields II(I~N(G, G, ~,)) = 
U(G, M, I) u {0}. Hence o-dim(G, M, I) ~< IKI. Therefore o-dim(G, M, I) ~< z(Mr, R~ 
(G,M,I)). This proves the asserted equality. [] 
Now, we turn to the question how to determine the convex-ordinal dimension of 
a given context (G, M, I). We will proceed in a manner similar to the case of ordinal 
dimension. For the remainder of this section we assume that the context (G, M, I) is 
finite and its convex-ordinal dimension exists. For P1, P2 ~ M the relation 
~(PI,P2) :~ ~Pl ~ ~P2 
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is a quasi-order on G. 
{heGlh 4~(e.,e~)g} are 
respectively. 
The sets O (e,'e~) := {h e GIh ~(e,.e,)g} and g-te,,e,):= 
column extents of (G, G, ~(p,,e~)) and (G, G, -I~(P,,I,2)), 
Lemma 5. (i) g(e"P~) = gP' w g-P2 
(ii) g-te,,P2) = g-P, ~ ge,. 
Proof. (i) g{e,,P,} = {heGth ~(p,.p~)g} = {heGlh ~p,g or h~gp, g} = 
{h ~ G I h ~p, g } u {h e G I h ~ e~ g } = ge' w g- e~. (ii) can be proved dually. [] 
As we already pointed out, the extents of (G, G, ~)t(G, G, ~) are exactly the convex 
subsets of (G, ~<). Arbitrary unions of convex sets are not convex in general, but 
unions of order ideals and unions of order filters are always convex. This observation 
leads to the following definition. For P~, P2 --- M, the pair (P~, P2) is called double- U- 
faithful in (G,M,I) if, for every X1 _ PI and X 2 ~ P2, the unions 
U mlw U (G\n') and U (G\m')w U nl 
meXt neX2 meXl neX 2 
are extents of (G, M, I). 
Lemma 6. ~I((G,G, ~tp,.pz))l(G,G, g(P,.e2))) _c II(G,M,I) if and only if (P1,P2) is 
double-U-faithful in (G, M, I). 
Proof. Assume that (P~, P2) is double-U-faithful in (G, M, I). We have to show that 
g(e., e~} and g-(e,, e~) are extents of (G, M, I) for every g e G. By Lemmas 5 and 2 we 
obtain 
~(P1,P2) = gP1 U ~-P2 ~__ U m r w U (G\n ' )  
mePt \g  ! n6g I ~P2 
and 
g-" ' " ' )  = g-"'  '-' g" '  = U (s \ ,n ' )  u U n'. 
meg I m PI n6P2\g !
Hence gte,,e~), g-(e,,e2)~U(G,M,I) follows because (P1,P2) is double-U-faithful. 
Since every extent is the intersection of column extents, the asserted inclusion is 
shown. 
Conversely, let X1 _ PI and X2 -~ P2. For 9 eG and 9q~ Um~x, m t w U.~x2(G\nl), 
we have #q~ Um~x, mt and 9¢U.~x2(G\n~). The inclusion Um~x, m 1--- gel follows 
from Lemma 3. gq~U.~x2(G\nt)= G\O.~x~n I implies #eO.~xnX=X I and so 
X2 - g~ c~ P2. Using Lemma 2 we obtain 
U (G\n') c U (G\n') = g-e2. 
n6X2 nEg I ~P2 
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Hence 
U mtu U (G\ nr) c-O e,ug-e~=gu','P~) 
meX~ neX 2 
by Lemma 5. Since O¢Ow,, Pz) implies g¢(Um~Xl mr ~ U.~x~(G\n~)) H, it follows 
U mr ~ U (G\n~)~ll(G,M,I) • 
meX~ neX~ 
Um~x,(G\m~)~ U,~x~n~ell(G,M,I) can be shown dually. This proves that 
(P~, P2) is double-U-faithful. [] 
For a double-U-faithful pair (P~, P2) we define 
tmeMI  m~ = U x' ~ U (G\y') for some ((P1,P2)) 
t xeX y~Y 
(X~_Px and Y_PE)  Or some (X _ P2 and Y_P~)t .  
We can now derive the analogous result to Proposition 1. 
Proposition 3. Let ~3 be a set of pairs of subsets of M. Then 
~I(Ite,.e~)~,a((G, G, ~bte,.e~)l(G, G, ~te,,P~))) = tt(G, M, I) 
if and only if Mi~ ~- U{e,.e~)e~a((Px, P2)) and (Px, P2) is double-U-faithful for every 
(P~,P~)e~. 
Proof. Assume that the asserted equality holds. Then every (Pt, P2) e • is double- u- 
faithful by Lemma 6. Let m ~ Mitt. Since m J is ^-irreducible in U(G,M,I), it is also 
A -irreducible in ~((G, G, ~u',,v~)I(G, G, ~u',,e2))) for some (P1,P2) e¢0. It follows 
that m r = gte,.e~) or m ~ =g-te'e~ for some geG. We obtain me((P1,P2)) by 
Lemma 5 which proves Mir~- Uo '~.e~ < (PI,P2)). 
Conversely, Lemma 6 implies U(I{e,.p~,a((G,G,~w,.e2~)I(G,G,-~te,.p~))))~ 
II(G,M,I). Let meMir~. Then me((Px,P2)) for some (P1,P2)e~. This means 
m r=u~xx lwuy~r(G\y I) for some (X_P1  and Y~_P2) or (X~P2 and 
Y~-P1). Thus, mtelI((G,G,~u,,.e~))I(G,G,g~u,,.e~)) and the other inclusion 
~I(]u, p~sa((G, G, ~u',.P~)I(G, G, ~u',.P~)))) ~- ll(G, M, I) follows. [] 
Let P1,P2 ~ M,. {PI,P2} is called double-U-critical, if (P1,P2) is not double- u- 
faithful but (R 1, P2) and (P1, R 2) are double-U-faithful for every R x c P1 and every 
R2 c P2. Notice that P1 n P2 = 0 and IPI u P21 >/2 if {P~,P2} is double-U-critical. 
The set of all double-U-critical 2-element sets of subsets of M, is denoted by 
R~ (G, M, I). We understand the pair (M,, R~ (G, M, I)) as a so-called double-hyper- 
graph. A double-hypergraph is a pair (D, ~)  where D is a set and ~3 _ { {X, Y} IX, Y 
D, IXu  YI>~2,Xc~ Y=0} such that X1c=X 2 and YI_~ Y2 imply {XI, Y~} = 
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{X2, Y2} for every {X1, Y~}, {Xz, I"2} e~3. A colouring of the double-hypergraph 
(D,~) is a set K_  {{X, Y}IX, Y~- D} such that {CICe {X, Y} eK with C S0} is 
a partition of D and there is no {D1,D2} e~3 with D~ ___ C1 and D2 --- C2 for any 
{C~,C2} eK. The chromatic number X(D,~) of a double-hypergraph (D,~) is the 
smallest natural number k such that there is a colouring K of (D, ~) is the smallest 
natural number k such that there is a colouring K of (D, a3) with Igl = k. 
Proposition 4. co-dim(G, M, I) = z(M,, R d (G, M, I)). 
Proof. Let (~<~)n~N be a family of quasi-orders on G with 
II(I~N((G, G, ~n)I(G, G, ~n))) = II(G, M, I). 
We define Pn := {m ~M, Im I sU(G,G, ~)} and P_, := {m ~M, Im ! ~.I(G,G, ~)}.  
The pair (P~, P-n) is double-0-faithful because m I is an order ideal of(G, ~<,) for every 
m e P~, and dually n ~ is an order filter of (G, ~<~) for every n ~ P_,. This means that 
G\n ~ is also an order ideal. Thus, Om~xmlw 0,~r(G\n l) is an order ideal of 
(G, ~)  for X _~ P~ and Y~_ P-n. Dually we obtain that Om~xm I u U,~r(G\n 1) is 
an order filter of (G,~<~) for X~_P_~ and yc_p,. Let m~M~. Then 
m ! ~ LI((G, G, ~,) I (G, G, ~n)) for some n ~ N. It follows that m e P~ or m s P-n. Hence 
M, ~ 0~N(Pn w P-n). Since, for any (P~,P_~), no double-0-critical {PI,P2} exists 
with P~ _ Pn and P2 -~ P- , ,  there is a colouring K of (M,, R~ (G, M, I)) such that, for 
every {C~,C2}eK, there exists heN with C~_Pn and C2~_P_,. Thus, 
z(M,, R~ (G, M, I)) ~< co-dim(G, M, I). 
Let K be a colouring of the double-hypergraph (M,,R~(G,M,I)). For every 
{C~,C2} ~K the pair (C~,C2) is double-0-faithful and M, = ~)K  holds by the 
definition of a colouring. By Proposition 3 we obtain tl(llc,.c~l~K((G,G, ~w,.c~)l 
(G,G, ~¢c,,c~)))) = II(G,M,I) and co-dim(G,M,l) <<. IKI. Hence co-dim(G,M,l) <~ 
z(M, ,Ra (G,M,I)) which proves the assertion. [] 
Looking at examples might give the impression that co-dim(H) ~< o-dim(H). The 
following example shows that this inequality does not hold. Let IK := (G, M, I) be the 
context described by the table in Fig. 1. The objects of tK can be viewed as the vertices 
and edges of the complete graph K5 := (V,E) (see Fig. 2). Then the extents of K are 
exactly the closed sets of the closure operator ~:~3(V©E)~B(V©E)  with 
x e E(X) :¢*- x ~ X or (x ~ E and both vertices incident with x are in X) for X ~_ V © E. 
The hypergraph (M,R u (G,M,I)) is given in Fig. 3. The lines indicate the order 
~<t on M. We have x ~<~ y if and only if y is on a line segment from x towards the 
center of the diagram. Fig. 4 shows the double-hypergraph (M, R~ (G, M, I)). From 
Fig. 3 and Proposition 2 we obtain o-dim(K) = 2 because {{a', b', c', d', e', j ' ,  k ' , f  ", n', 
g", 1', h", o', i", m'}, { o",f', m", g', k", h', n", i', l",j'} } is a colouring of the hypergraph 
with minimal cardinality. But Fig. 4 and Proposition 4 yield co-dim(K) = 3 because 
{ { {a' , f ' ,k ' ,o", j"},  {b', f" ,m",n' ,g'} }, { {c',g",k",l ' ,h'}, {d',h",n",o',i '} },
{{e',i",l",m',j"},O}} is a colouring of the double-hypergraph with minimal 
cardinality. 
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a x 
b x 
C X X 
d x x 
e x x 
f x x 
g X X 
h x x 
i x x 
j x x 
k x x 
l x x 
m x x 
1/, x x 
o x x 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X :X  X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X l  X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X!X  X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X iX 'X  X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
x x ! x x  x x x x x x xx  x xx  x x x x x x 
x x x x x x x x x x !x ix  x x x x x x x x x 
i i 
X X X X X X X X X X iX  X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Fig. 1. Example of a context K with co-dim(K) > o-dim(K). 
d 
o l 
a f b 
Fig. 2. The complete graph Ks. 
4. Determining dimensions 
From the viewpoint of data analysis, it is desirable not only to be able to compute 
o-dim(K) but to have a tool to make the choice of the quasi-orders with regard to 
content of the data. The hypergraph (M,, R ~ (G, M, I)) can serve as this tool since it 
shows which attributes cannot be combined to obtain a quasi-order. The question 
arises how to determine the U-critical subsets of M, for a given finite context 
K :-- (G, M, I). In the following approach the complementary context K c := (G, M, I c) 
of ~ with I ¢ := G x M\ I  is used to determine the U-critical subsets of M,. Let 
{C1 ..... CR} be the set of extents of K c whose complements are not extents of ~; 
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,! 
l J OIt 
h' P j "  
i l  ~t! 
Fig. 3. The hypergraph (M, R u (G, M, I)) of the context given by Fig. I. 
assume C= _ Ct implies s ~< t (s, t ~ {1 . . . . .  k}). We define 
P(Ci) := {P ~- M, IP is minimal with Ci = pr}  
for i = 1 . . . . .  k and 
crit(1) := P(CI), 
crit( i):= {PeP(C i ) IR  c P =~ R¢cr i t ( j )  fo r j  = 1 , . . . , i -  1} 
for i = 2, ..., k. The following proposit ion enables us to compute the U-critical subsets 
of Mr. 
Proposition 5. ~ u (G, M, I) = uk= 1 crit(i). 
Proof. Observe that no P with P eP(Ci) is U-faithful because 
c, = N m'°= N G\ Um'  
meP racP  rneP  
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1' 
h' 
t 
0 I I  
j" 
Fig. 4. The double-hypergraph (M,~ (G, M,I)) of the context given by Fig. l, 
and so Um~Pm1¢U(G,M,I). First, we show that PeP(Ci) ( ie{1 , . . . , k})  is not 
U-critical if and only if there is R Ecrit( j)  with R c P for somej  < i. Obviously, P is 
not U-critical if such an R exists. Assume that P is not U-critical. Then P has a proper 
subset R which is U-critical. Let C := G\Um~sm ~= n , ,~rm ~°. The inclusion Ci c C 
follows by the minimality property of P and R c P. Thus, C = Cj for some j < i and 
R e crit(j). Hence, we have shown crit(i) _ R ~ (G, M, I )  for i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Conversely, let Pe~(G,M, I ) .  Since Um~ern ~ is not an extent of (G,M,I), 
G\U,,~em l= Ci for some iE{1 . . . . .  k} and Pecr i t ( i )  which yields ~(G,M,I)~_ 
U~= lcrit(k). [] 
We use a similar approach to determine the double-U-critical 2-element sets of 
subsets of M, of the finite context ~ := (G,M,I). If E is a context whose convex- 
ordinal dimension exists then U(K)  = I I (E I  • c). For  the remainder of this section we 
assume K to be attribute-reduced, i.e., M = M,  This is no loss of generality because 
~.I(G,M,I) = U(G,M,,I c~ GxM,) if(G,M,I) is finite. Let {C1 . . . . .  Ck} be the set of 
extents of HI K ~ whose complements are not extents of K; assume Cs ~- Ct implies 
s<~ t (s, tE {1 .. . .  ,k}). Let M c denote the set of attributes of K c. Thus M © M c 
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is the attribute set of K I K ~ and J := I © I ~ is the relation of 0~ I 0~. We define 
P(Ci) := {P ~- M © M¢IP is minimal with Ci = P J} 
and 
part(i):= {{Pt,P2}IP1 © P2 = P for some P6P(Ci) and P1 -~ M 
and P2 --- M c}. 
for i = 1, ..., k. For every m eM ~, let n~ be the attribute in M with G\m J = ih J which is 
equivalent o G\m t° = rfi ~. Let/;2 := {rfilm eP2}- 
dcrit(1) := epart(1)} 
dcrit(i) := {{P1,/;:} I{h, P2} epart(i) and 
({R~,R2} r-- {P1,/;2} =~ {R~,R2}¢dcrit(j)) for j  = 1 ..... i - 1} 
for i = 2 ..... k where {R1, R2 } r-- {P1,/;2 } } :~" (R~ c P~ and R2 - / ;2 )  or (Rx ~ P~ and 
Proposition 6. ~ (G, M, I) = uk= ~ dcrit(i). 
Proof. Observe that no {P1,1;2 } with {PI, P2 } e part(i) is double-U-faithful because 
Ci:  N m'n ~ n'C=G\(mU e (G\m')u ~f2a t) 
mePl neP2 1 fi 
.and so UmeP 1 (G \D/I) u Urie/~2 ~I ¢ U(~). We show that {P~,/;2 } with {P~, P2 } ~ part(i) 
(i ~ {1 ..... k}) is not double-U-critical if and only if there is {R1, R2} ~dcrit(j) with 
{R1,R2} r- {P1,/;2} for some j < i. Obviously, {P1,/;2} is not double-U-critical if
such an {R1, R 2 } exists. Assume that {P1, J~2 } is not double-U-critical. Then there is 
{R 1, R2 } r- {P1, P2 } which is double-U-critical. Let 
C :=G\ (  ~R (G\m' )u  U n')= (~ mt n N (G\n'). 
ra i hER2 rttERl nceR2 
We obtain C, ~ C because of {R1,R2}r'-{PI,/;2} and the minimality property 
of P. Thus, C= C~ for some j< i  and {R1,R2}edcrit(j) follows. This proves 
dcrit(i) _ a~ (G, M, I) for i e { 1 ..... k}. 
Conversely, let {P1,P2}E~(G,M,I). Since A:= Umepmlu Un,l,2(G\n I) or 
B := Um~e,(G\m t) u Un~e2 nt are not extents of (G, M,I), we obtain G\A = Ci or 
G\B = Ci for some ie{1 ..... k}. Thus, {PI,P2} edcrit(i) and hence R~(G,M,I) 
uk: l dcrit(i). [] 
Propositions 5 and 6 enable us to compute the U-critical and double-U-critical sets of 
a finite context. Notice that, for the computation of the U-critical sets, it is not 
necessary to check for all j < i if there is R ~crit(j) with R ~ P but it is sufficient o 
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consider only j< i  with C~ Cj. The reason for this is that R~crit( j)  and 
R ~ P ~P(C~) imply Ci ~ C s. Like for the ~]-critical sets, for the double-U-critical 
sets, it is sufficient o check only those j < i with C~ c C~. 
5. Linear ordinal and linear convex-ordinal dimension 
The linear ordinal dimension of a finite context (G, M, I) has already been effectively 
characterized in [9] and in [4]. This characterization can be deduced in our approach 
as follows: 
Lemma 7 (Strahringer and Wille [7]). I f  P is a chain in (M,, ~<t) then <<.t, is linear. 
I f  <<. is a linear quasi-order on G then P< := {{m ~Mrlm ~ el I (G,G, ~)} is a chain 
in (Mr, <~i). 
Proof. Let P be a chain in (M,, ~<~). Then gt c~ P ~_ h I ~ P or h I N P ~_ g tn  P for 
g,h eG. Hence ~<p is linear. Let ~< be a linear quasi-order on G. Then II(G,G, ~)  is 
a chain and so is P<. [] 
The width of a finite ordered set (S, ~<), denoted by w(S, ~<), is the maximal 
cardinality of an antichain in (S, ~<). By a well-known theorem of Dilworth [3], the 
smallest number of chains partitioning (S, ~<) equals the width of (S, ~). Thus, for 
a finite formal context (G, M, I), Lemma 7 and Proposition 1yield the following result. 
Proposition 7 (Strahringer and Wille [7]). lo-dim(G, M, I) = w(M,, <<. ~). 
The linear convex-ordinal dimension of a context (G,M,1), denoted by lco- 
dim(G, M, I), is the smallest number of linear quasi-orders ( ~<,),EN on G such that 
II(G, ( ~<,),EN, (>~,),~N) = II(G, M, I). Our assumption is that the convex-ordinal di- 
mension of the finite context (G, M, I) exists. Since the intersection of linear quasi- 
orders does not have to be linear again, it is not sufficient that P~, P2 ~-- M are chains 
in order to obtain a linear quasi-order ~<tel.e~). Now, let P1 and P2 be chains. Assume 
that there are gl,g2 e G and ml eP l ,m2 eP2 with gl lml ,g l lmE,gE•ml ,  and g2fm2. 
Thisis equivalent to gl <p, g2 andgl  <p, g2. Because ~<o',.e2) := ~<~', n ~>e2,gl and 
g2 are incomparable in (G, ~o',,e20. Thus, we have shown: 
Lemma 8. Let P1 and P2 be chains in (Mr, ~<~). The quasi-order ~tv,.l'2) is linear if and 
only if there are no g l, g 2 ~- G and m i E P1, m 2 e P2 such that g 1 Im 1, g 1 Im 2, g 2 t m 1 and 
gE!m2. 
The following two lemmas will be used to prove the analogous result to 
Proposition 7. 
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Lemma 9. Let Pl and P2 be disjoint chains in (M,, <<,i). Then (G, <~(&,v~)) is linear if and 
only if m~ :~ m~2 ~ 0 implies ml u m~2 = G for every m~ ~Px and m2 ~ P2. 
Proof. Let m I EP1, m 2 ~P2. m~ c~ m~ = 0 if and only if there is no g~G with glm~ 
and glm2. Let m~ c~ m~ # 0. Then m~ u m~ = G if and only if there is no g ~ G with 
g!m~ and glm2. Hence, Lemma 8 yields the assertion. [] 
Lemma 10. Let P1,P2~__Mr. I f  (G,<~(v,,v~)) is linear then H((G,G,~(p~,&))I 
(G, G, ~(v,,v~))) ~ If(G, M, I). 
Proof. If(G, <<.(v,.&)) is linear then (G, ~<v,) and (G, ~<v2) have to be linear. This means 
that P~ and P2 are chains in (M,, ~<~) by Lemma 7. Since co-dim(G, M, I) exists, (P~, O) 
and (P2,0) are double-U-faithful in (G,M,I) by Lemma 1. It follows 
II((G, G, ~(&,0)) ](G, G, ~(e,,0)) I (G, G, ~(v~,0)) [ (G, G, ~(v:,0))) --- II(G, M, I). 
The order ideals of (G, <<-re,,&)) are exactly the intersections of an order ideal of 
(G, ~<v~) and an order filter of (G, ~<&) . Dually, the order filters of (G, <~(&,v~)) are 
exactly the intersections of an order filter of (G, ~<v,) and an order ideal of (G, ~<&). 
We obtain 
II((G, G, ~(e,.v2)) I (G, G, ~(e,,&))) 
= H((G, G, 7:p,)I(G,G, 4~v,)I(G,G, ~&)I(G,G, q~&)). 
Now the assertion follows because of ~<v = ~<~e.0) for every P ___ M. [] 
Lemma 9 suggests the following definition. Let ~ be a set of sets {C1, C2 } consisting 
of(possibly empty) chains in (Mr, ~<i) such that m~ n m~ # O implies ml  w m l , = G for 
every m~ E C1 and every m2 E C2. {~ is called a dichotomic-chain-coverin# of (M~, ~<~) if 
U[.) ~ = M,. We denote the minimal cardinality of a dichotomic-chain-covering of 
(Mr, ~<i) by dcc(M,, ~<t). 
Proposition 8. leo-dim(G, M, I) = dec(M,, ~<x). 
Proof. Let ~ be a dichotomic-chain-covering of (M,, ~<i). For {PI, P2 } ~ ~ the quasi- 
ordered set (G, ~<(v,,e2)) is linear by Lemma 9. Then II(IIp,,v2}¢¢((G,G, 7:tv,,e2))l 
(G,G,q~(v,,&~)))=II(G,M,I) by Proposition 3 and Lemma 10. Thus, lco- 
dim(G,M,I) <~ dec(M,, ~<r). 
Let ( ~<.)n~N be a family of linear quasi-orders on G such that 
H(I.~N((G,G, ~.)1 (G, G, ~.))) = II(G,M,I). 
We define Pn := {me M, Im I e H(G, G, ~n)} and P-n := {m e M, Im ~ ~ II(G, G, Sn)}. 
Let ml ~ Pn and let m2 e P_~. By definition of Pn, the set m~, is an order ideal of(G, ~<n) 
and by definition of P-n, the set m~ is an order filter of(G, ~<n). Since (G, ~<n) is linear, 
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ml n m2 ~- 0 implies ml u m 2 = G. The sets P. and P_. have to be disjoint because 
for an element m •P .  c~ P_. the equality m r = G would follow and so m~ Mr. Now, 
Lemma 9 implies that (G, ~<te.,P_.)) is linear. Thus, ~<p. and ~<~,_. have to be linear as 
well. By Proposition 3, we obtain iV/, = U.~N(P. w P- , ) .  It follows with Lemma 9 that 
{ { P., P_. } ] n • N} is a dichotomic-chain-covering of (M,, ~<r). Hence, 
dcc(M,, ~<~) ~< lco-dim(G, M, I) which completes the proof. [] 
For every m eM,  let n~ be the attribute of Ec with G\m~= rfi r. We define 
M, ~ := {m • MC I rn • Mr}. Observe that, i f~ is a dichotomic-chain-covering of(M,, ~<t) 
then ~£ can be extended to a dichotomic-chain-covering ~ of (M, w M~, ~<a) (for the 
definition of J see section 4) with I~£1 = I~1 such that m • C1 is equivalent to r~ • C2 for 
every {Ct, C2)•if-. Thus, dcc(M,, ~<l) = dcc(M, w M, ¢, ~<s)- This observation might 
be helpful because the mapping m~--,n~ is an involutoric anti-automorphism of 
(M, u M, ¢, ~<j). 
6. Constructions 
In this section we analyse the ordinal dimension of several constructions ofcontexts 
(see [5]). If a context can be decomposed, this may simplify the determination of the 
U-critical sets, the double-U-critical sets and hence the quasi-orders. We assume 
throughout this section that the contexts ~1:= (GI, M1,11) and ~2 : :  (G E, M2,12) 
are finite, attribute-reduced and M~ 1 = 0, M2 t2 = 0. 
6.1. Sums and disjoint unions of contexts 
The sum of contexts ~1 and ~2 is the context 
~1 "~- ~2 :~" (GI © G2,MI  ~ M2,I1 0 12 © (G1 ×M2) O (G 2 x MI)). 
For a context (G, M, I), the equality M r = 0 means that there is no 0 e G with gIm for 
all m • M. That there is no m e M with glm for all g • G follows from the fact that 
(G,M,I) is attribute-reduced. The concept lattice of K1 + ~2 is isomorphic to the 
direct product of ~_ (~1) and ~_ (~2). Let 
J := I1 © 12 © (G1 x ME) ~ (G 2 × MI). 
Lemma 11. Let A 1 ~_ G 1 and A z ~_ G2. A1 © A 2 is an extent o f~ l  + ~2 if and only if 
A1 is an extent o f• l  and A2 is an extent of K2. 
Proof. The equality (A, © A2) zz = (A~' © A~) s = A~ Jl & A~ ~'2 proves the 
assertion [] 
We are now able to describe the U-critical sets of sums of contexts. 
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Proposition 9. R~(~¢~1 + ~2) = Rw(~l )  C) R~(~2).  
Proof. ml J © m2 J = G1 © G2 for every m I eMt  and every m 2 ~M 2. Thus, every ele- 
ment o fR~(~l  + K2) must be a subset of M1 or a subset of M2. For A~ ~lI(~i) the 
set Gju  Ai is an extent of H1 + K2 for (i,j)e{(l,2),(2,1)} by Lemma 11. Hence, 
~u(~i  + ~2)-~-'~u(~l)kJ  ~u(~2).  [] 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 9 and 
Proposition 2. 
Proposition 1. o-dim(~l + K2) = max{o-dim(H1), o-dim(K2)}. 
To analyse the convex-ordinal dimension of sums of contexts we have to prove the 
existence first. 
Lemma 12. co-dim(K1 + K2) exists if and only/fco-dim(Kt) and co-dim(K2) exist. 
Proof. For m eM1, we have the equalities G1 © G2\m J= G1 © G2\(m ll ~ G2)= 
G1 \m z~. The set Gl\rn ~ is an extent of K~ by Lemma 1. Thus, there is a subset B of 
Ml such that B l, = G l \m t~. Then B J c~ G1 = Gt \m 1'. Obviously, G1 is an extent of 
Kt + ~2. Together with the corresponding assertions for G2 we have shown that 
G~ © G2\m J is an extent of ~1 + 0~2. Now the assertion follows by Lemma 1. [] 
As a direct consequence of Lemma 11 we obtain 
Lemma 13. l f  (Pi, Qi) is double-U-faithful in ~i for i = 1, 2 then (P10  P2, QI ~ Q2) is 
double-U-faithful in ~1 + K 2. 
Now, we can describe how the double-U-critical sets and the convex-ordinal 
dimension behave under taking sums of contexts. Lemma 13 together with 
Proposition 4 yields the following propositions. 
Proposition 11. Rd(fl~x + 0~2) = Rd(fl~t) © Rd(~2).  
Proposition 12. co-dim(Kt + K2)= max{co-dim(Kt), co-dim(O~2)}. 
Finally, let us consider the linear ordinal dimension of a sum of contexts. 
Proposition 13. lo-dim (K 1 + ~ 2) = lo-dim(K 1 ) + lo-dim(K 2). 
ProoL (M1 © M2, ~<j) is isomorphic to the cardinal sum of (MI, ~t , )  and (M2, ~<~2) 
because of the definition of Kt + K2 and the fact that there is no m eMl © M2 with 
gJm for every geGt©G2.  Thus, we obtain the equality w(M~ ©M2,~<j)= 
w(M~, ~1,) + w(M2, <<-~2). Now Proposition 7 yields the assertion. [] 
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The disjoint union of contexts ~ and ~2 is the context 
E1 © ~2 := (G1 © G2,Mx © M2,I1 © •2). 
The concept lattice of ~ © E2 is isomorphic to the cardinal sum of ~_(~x) and 
~-(E2) which are glued together at their greatest elements and at their smallest 
elements. For the remainder of this subsection, let us assume that m[' ~ 0 for every 
m~ e M~ with i = 1, 2. The following results are easy consequences of the definition of 
E~ © ~2 and our assumption that all contexts (G, M,I)  are attribute-reduced and 
M ~ =0.  
Lemma 14. lI(fl~x © ~2)= (~[(~'~I)\{GI}) © (U(~2)\{G2})k..) {G 1 © G2}. 
For Propositions 14 and 15, we assume that M~ and M 2 are  disjoint. 
Proposition 14. Ru(~, )©~v( f l~2)w {{{ml} ,{m2}} lml~M~,m2~M2} ~_ 
~(~1 © ~2)" 
Proof. Let P G M1 w M2. If P _ M1 or P _ M2 then P e R ~ (H t © ~ 2) if and only if 
PeRu(~t )  or PeRu(K2)  by Lemma 14. Now, let ml eP  ~ Mx and m2 EP n M2. 
We have rn{ l+t~ w m/21~I~ = m~ ~ u mr2 ~ which can be an extent of H1 © H2 if and 
only if it equals G~ © G2, m~ ~ , m2 t~ or 0. Since all these possibilities can be excluded by 
our assumptions, we have m~ ~ u m~ ~ e l i (H i  © K2). Hence, we have shown 
{{mt},{rn2}} ~R~(K~ © K2) which completes the proof. [] 
Proposition 15. o-dim(~l © K2) = o-dim(Ka) + o-dim(fl~2). 
Proof. Ru(IKx) © R~(b(2)~ {{{mx},{m2}} Irnx ~M,,m2~M2} ~ .~u(~l  © [}~2) 
because of Proposition 14. Since the second union is disjoint, this equality implies 
z(M~ © M2,R~(~x © ~2)) = z(Mt ,R~(K~))  + z(M2,R~(~2)). 
Now, the asserted inequality follows with Proposition 2. [] 
The convex-ordinal dimension of ~1 © ~2 does only exist in the trivial case 
lI(Ki) = {Gi} for i = 1, 2. For the linear ordinal dimension of E l  © HE, we obtain the 
following result. 
Proposition 16. lo-dim(El © ~2)  = lo-dim(E1) + lo-dim(~2). 
Proof. (M1 &M2,~II&I2) is isomorphic to the cardinal sum of (M1,~<I,) and 
(M2, ~<12). This implies w(M1 © M2, <~h + i~) = w(M1, <~1) + w(M2, <~i~). Now, 
Proposition 7 yields the assertion. [] 
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6.2. Direct Products of Contexts 
In [11], the direct product of contexts ~ and K2 is introduced as the context 
~l  x K2 :=(Gl  X G2,Ml  X M2,V),  
where, for (#1 ,g2) eG1 x G2 and (ml ,m2)eM1 x ME, (g l ,g2)V(ml ,m2)  if and only if 
g i I~ m~ or #212 m2. The concept lattice of IK ~ x K2 is a tensor product of the concept 
lattices of its factors (see [11]). Similarly as before, we ask" Is there a connection 
between o-dim(IK1), o-dim(K2) and o-dim(K~ x HE)? 
Lemma 15. [11] Let A1 ~ G1 and A 2 ~ G 2. 
(i) A 1 x A2 is an extent of KI x K2 if and only if A! is an extent o f~ l  and A2 is an 
extent of K2. 
(ii) Assume A1 v ~ GI and A2 ~ G2. A1 x G2 u G1 xA2 is an extent of K1 x K2 if 
and only if A1 is an extent of K1 and A2 is an extent o f~2.  
Lemma 16. Let P be a subset of MI ×M2 and let rq :M1 x M2-~ M1 and 
rc2:M 1 x M2 ~ M2 be the canonical projections of M1 x M2 onto M1 and M2, respec- 
tively. P is U-faithful in K1 x ~2 if and only if n iP  and 7z2P are U-faithful in ~1 and 
K 2, respectively. 
Proof. Let X c p. Then 
U v 
(ml ,m2)EX 
= U {(g l ,g2)eGlxG2 lg l l lm l  or 0212m2} 
: U (m~ 1 x G2 L) G1 x m/s) 
(ml ,m2 leX 
= U (ml × × m'f)  
m i 61tl X 
= x G2 ~ G I x 
ml 1 m2 
If U ... . .  x mff' # Gi for all X _ P for i = 1,2 then, by Lemma 15, the set A is an extent 
of K1 x K2 if and only if U . . . . .  xm~ ~ and U, ,2~xm~ 2 are extents of K1 and ~2, 
respectively. If there is X_P  with U ..... x m[ '=Gi  for i=  1 or i=2  then 
A = G1 x G2 el l (K1 x K2) and so P is U-faithful in K1 x K2. 
Conversely, if P is U-faithful in KI  x ~2 then A eU(IK1 x ~'~2) for every X __q P. 
Since U ..... x m 1' = Gi (i = 1 or i = 2) cannot hold for every X __q P, the sets n~P and 
/ r2P are U-faithful in IK1 and IK2, respectively. [] 
Now we are able to answer the question above. 
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Proposition 17. o-dim(~l x ~42) ~< o-dim(H1)-o-dim(H2). 
Proof. o-dim(H1 x H2) ~. o-dim(H1)'o-dim(H2) follows from Lemma 16 and 
Proposition 1. [] 
Now, let us analyse the convex-ordinal-dimension of the direct product of contexts. 
An example of a context H with co-dim(~ x H)~ co-dim(H).co-dim(H) can be 
found in [6]. We have to show first that co-dim(H1 x H2) exists if co-dim(Hi) and 
co-dim(H2) exist. 
Lemma 17. co-dim(Hi x H2) exists if and only/fco-dim(~l)  and co-dim(H2) exist. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, co-dim(Ht x H2) exists if and only if Gt ×G2\ (ml ,m2)Ve  
H(H1 x ~2) for all (ml,m2) eM1 x ME. The equalities G1 x G2\(ml,m2) v = G1 x 
G2\(m(' xG2 w G1 xm~ ~) = (Gl \m~')x(G2\m~),  Lemma 15, and Lemma 1 yield 
the assertion. [] 
Proposition 18. co-dim(Hi x H2) ~< 2. co-dim(E1)-co-dim(H2). 
To prove Proposition 18 we use a result from [6] which can be generalized from 
ordered sets to quasi-ordered sets. 
Proposition 19 (Strahringer and Wille [6]). Let (P, <<.j,) and (Q, <~Q) be quasi-ordered 
sets and 
Ce :-- (P, P, ~e) l(P, P, ~e) and C o :-- (Q, Q, ~Q)I(Q, Q, ~Q). 
Then H(CexCQ)= {Xc~ Y[X is a convex subset of (P, <~e)x(Q,<<.e) and Y is 
a convex subset of(P, ~<e) x (Q, ~>Q)}. 
Proof of Proposition 18. Assume (R.).~N and (St),~r are families of quasi-orders on 
G1 and G2, respectively, such that 
G~,R, )I(G,,G~,R~)) = II(H1) ~[(InEN(G1, cd
and 
H(I,~r(G2, G2, S?d)I(G2, G2, S?)) = II(H2), 
where R c denotes the complement and R d the dual of the relation R. By Proposi- 
tion 19 and the fact that H x ]j~s[~2 = ]~j(K x H~), we obtain the equality 
II(I.~N,,~T((G1 × G2,GI x G2,(R. × St)Cd)l(G1 X G2,GI x G2,(Rn x St)C))) 
= U(~I x~2).  
Thus, we have shown co-dim(Hi x He) ~< 2.co-dim(H1)'co-dim(H2). [] 
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The linear ordinal dimension of direct products of contexts is unbounded as the 
following example shows. The context 
0.:= ({1 ..... n}, {1 ..... n}, ~)1({1 ..... n},{1 ..... n}, 4 )  
is called an interordinal scale. Obviously, lo-dim(0.) = 2 for all natural numbers n. The 
ordered set of attributes of 0. x 0. is isomorphic to the cardinal sum of four copies of 
C. - IxC . - I ,  where C.-1 is an (n-1)-element chain (see [6]). Thus, lo- 
dim(D, x 0.) = 4(n - 1) by Proposition 7. 
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